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1. LIST OF SESSIONS CONDUCTED.
The session was conducted at Chitkara University on 29th Sept 2015 by Sumeer, Vineet and Nitika. In this high energy session we sensitized around 120 students. The activity conducted during the program had an enthraling response from the students, giving them a glimpse of the three day main event to be held at EDC, Rajiv Gandhi IT Park, Chandigarh.
Date on which Session was Conducted
29th Sept 2015

Number of Participants
120

Session Conducted By
Sumeer, Vineet, Nitika

ADDRESS
Dera Bassi Campus, Adjacent to Focal Point,
Dera Bassi, Sahibzada Ajit Singh
Nagar, Punjab

The session was conducted at Thapar Institute Of Management on 6th Oct 2015 by Ambika, Vineet and Raj. In this high on energy session we sensitized around 70 students. The activity conducted during the program had an enthralling response from the students, giving them a glimpse of the three day main event to be held at EDC, Rajiv Gandhi IT Park, Chandigarh.
The session was conducted at Mehar Baba Charitable Trust on 6th Oct 2015 by CJ Singh, Nitika and Ridhima. In this session we tried to sensitize students who from different villages of Bassi Pathana come for skilled training. It was highly motivating to see tremendous from the students and to identify and feel their zeal and enthusiasm towards entrepreneurship.
The session was conducted at SUS Tangori on 9th Oct 2015 by Raj, Nitika and Ridhima. In this high on energy session we sensitized around 80 students. The activity conducted during the program had an enthralling response from the students, giving them a glimpse of the three day main event to be held at EDC, Rajiv Gandhi IT Park, Chandigarh.
Date on which Session was Conducted 9th Oct 2015
Number of Participants 80
Session Conducted By Raj, Nitika, Ridhima

ADDRESS
Plot No. IT-C-6, I.T.Park, Sector-67, Ajitgarh, Punjab

The session was conducted at Sebiz Finishing School on 7th Oct 2015 by Raj and Ambika. In this high on energy session we sensitized around 80 students. The activity conducted during the program had an enthralling response from the students, giving them a glimpse of the three day main event to be held at EDC, Rajiv Gandhi IT Park, Chandigarh.
Date on which Session was Conducted  
7th Oct 2015
Number of Participants  
80
Session Conducted By  
Ambika and Raj

Address
DAV College, Sector - 10,
Chandigarh - 160011.

The session was conducted at DAV college on 14th Oct 2015 by Sumeer and Nitika. In this high on energy session we sensitized around 80 students. The activity conducted during the program had an enthralling response from the students, giving them a glimpse of the three day main event to be held at EDC, Rajiv Gandhi IT Park, Chandigarh.
The session was conducted at one of the premier institutes of our country IIT Ropar, on 15th Oct 2015 by Mr. Sumeer Walia. As expected and amazing pool of talented and highly motivated students was witnessed. The activity conducted during the program had an enthralling response from the students, giving them a glimpse of the three day main event to be held at EDC, Rajiv Gandhi IT Park, Chandigarh.

Date on which Session was Conducted 14th Oct 2015
Number of Participants 80
Session Conducted By Sumeer and Nitika

Address
Indian Institute of Technology, Ropar
Nangal Road, Rupnagar, Punjab.
The session was conducted at one of the premier institutes of our country IIT Ropar. on 15th Oct 2015 by Mr. Sumeer Walia. As expected and amazing pool of talented and highly motivated students was witnessed. The activity conducted during the program had an enthralling response from the students, giving them a glimpse of the three day main event to be held at EDC, Rajiv Gandhi IT Park, Chandigarh.

Date on which Session was Conducted 15th Oct 2015
Number of Participants 80
Session Conducted By Mr. Sumeer Walia
The session was conducted at one of the premier institutes of our country ISB MOHALI on 14th Oct 2015. As expected a amazing pool of talented and highly motivated students was witnessed. The activity conducted during the program had an enthralling response from the students, giving them a glimpse of the three day main event to be held at EDC, Rajiv Gandhi IT Park, Chandigarh.
The session was conducted at one of the premier institutes of our country Punjab Engineering College on 14th Oct 2015. As expected a amazing pool of talented and highly motivated students was witnessed. The activity conducted during the program had an enthralling response from the students, giving them a glimpse of the three day main event to be held at EDC, Rajiv Gandhi IT Park, Chandigarh.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date on which Session was Conducted</th>
<th>15&lt;sup&gt;th&lt;/sup&gt; Oct 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Participants</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session Conducted By</td>
<td>Nitika Khurana, Raj Kondal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Address**

NH 64, Urban Estate Phase II., Patiala, Punjab
The session was conducted at one Punjabi University on 19th Oct 2015. As expected a amazing pool of talented and highly motivated students was witnessed. The activity conducted during the program had an enthralling response from the students, giving them a glimpse of the three day main event to be held at EDC, Rajiv Gandhi IT Park, Chandigarh.

Date on which Session was Conducted 19th Oct 2015
Number of Participants 75
Session Conducted By Sumeer Walia, Shashank, Nakul

Address
Academic Block 1, South Campus,
Sector 25, Chandigarh
The session was conducted at one of the premier institutes of our region UIET College on 14th Oct 2015. As expected a amazing pool of talented and highly motivated students was witnessed. The activity conducted during the program had an enthralling response from the students, giving them a glimpse of the three day main event to be held at EDC, Rajiv Gandhi IT Park, Chandigarh.

**Date on which Session was Conducted**  
14th Oct 2015

**Number of Participants**  
200

**Session Conducted By**  
Vineet Khurana
2. MAIN BOOTCAMP CONDUCTED

Sacc Bootcamp in association with Invest Panjab for Startup Weekend Panjab was conducted today at EDC IT Park Chandigarh. Over 150 aspirants for new Startups joined from various cities of Panjab....Sacc, in last 4 weeks conducted back to back 14 sensitisation sessions for Startup Weekend Punjab promotion: Some of the
institutions where these sessions were held were: IIT Ropar, PEC, Thapar University Patiala, ISB Mohali, Thapar Management University Dera Bassi, Chitkara University, Mehar Baba Polytechnic -Bassi Pathana Fatehgarh Sahib, SUS Tangori, UIET - Chandigarh, SFS Mohali...

Startup Weekend will be held on 23rd to 25th Oct 2015 at EDC IT park and its Final Pitch Day at ISB Mohali on 29th OCT...
3. NEWSCLIPS

Hindustan Times

Punjab Summit: 17 startup innovations to change world’s economy

- Hindustan Times, SAS Nagar
- Updated: Oct 29, 2015 13:36 IST

The concluding day of Progressive Punjab Summit-2015 witnessed an absorbing session on startups where youth from adjoining technical universities flocked to listen to 17 innovation ideas incubated during three-day long startup accelerator held at IT park Chandigarh.

Young innovators lecturing investors having more than 30 to 50 years’ experience in running and managing industries was the highlight of the technical session held on Thursday.
As the innovators were seen sharing their vision for a different future enabled with low investment and high output ideas, some of them presented home kits for cervical cancer detection, management of the kitchen waste and handling the paucity of currency coins.

Yatin Thakur from Startup Weekend US said that the session Startups was culmination of the Startup Weekend program organized on October 23 and October 24 startup activities and booster camps that were held across the Punjab in varied universities’ campuses selecting 17 teams that stood out in their innovation techniques that Progressive Punjab Investors’ Summit 2015 held in collaboration with the Startups Accelerator Chamber of Commerce (SACC). The ideas were churned out by the energetic youngsters who showcased their talent, which when implemented has the potential to change the way we think today.

KS Bhatia from Pumpkart strongly felt that Punjab is leading the way by focusing on developing a suitable ecosystem by promoting entrepreneurial youth of Punjab through its favorable policies in setting up a business and ensuring a strong enabling eco system. Young investors thanked the deputy chief minister Punjab Sukhbir Singh Badal for providing them platform for global exposure and opportunities.

Innovation of home kits to detect cervical cancer in women at cost of 5$ was hailed as major revolution in field of medical sciences. Swaypay team presented its novel idea of offline wallet that would transform the way we handle currency coins today. The jury of event suggested Swaypay team to get its idea patented. Bento Tiffin team presented the affordable way of getting access to homemade food or tiffin system at just a click of the button, while Ctrl P team talked about providing Xeroxed papers at less than 50 P per copy. Team of young innovators presented ways to create wealth from waste by collecting and processing kitchen leftovers into organic manure and another team presented innovative business idea of using Helium propelled balloons for displaying advertisements in commercial settlements like malls.

Providing its critical feedback with shared their life-long experiences, the panel adjudged best and most sustainable idea of providing home kits for early detection of cervical cancer as the winner. The panel of experts who selected the winner included KS Bhatia from Pumpkart, Dr Dinesh Dua from Nectar Life Sciences, Rajeev Rai CEO and Founder QA Source, Professor Sidharth Singh from ISB, Samar Singla from CEO Clicklabs and Parag Gopal from HDFC.

The finance minister, Government of Punjab Parminder Singh Dhindsa felicitated the winners of competition with the chief parliamentary secretary (CPS) NK Sharma. Prominent among others present included CEO Invest Punjab Anirudh Tiwari, joint CEO Invest Punjab Manjit Brar.

During the Progressive Punjab Investors Summit 2015, Invest Punjab and SACC joined hands to showcase some of the successful Punjabi startups and provide some of the budding startups a stage to present their ideas.

The final selected idea(s) will be given support by facilitating tie ups with the financial institutions, providing working space in the incubation center and mentoring by some of the industry leaders in their respective sectors.
Deputy Chief Minister of Punjab, Sukhbir Singh Badal announced a startup fund of $15 Mn (INR 100 Cr) for young entrepreneurs at the valedictory function of Progressive Punjab Summit, 2015.

The summit was held at the Indian School of Business (ISB), SAS Nagar (Mohali) on 28th - 29th October. The campaign celebrated the spirit of Punjabi enterprises and positioned Punjab and India to do business. The summit entailed discussions on taking steps in building efficient processes, eliminating administrative hurdles and enacting favourable policy initiatives.

Panelists in the summit included K S Bhatia from Pumpkart, Dr. Dinesh Dua from Nectar Life Sciences, Raveev Rai, CEO and founder of QA Source, Prof. Sidharth Singh from ISB, Samar Singla, CEO of Clicklabs, and Parag Gopal from HDFC.

According to KS Bhatia, Punjab is slowly developing a suitable ecosystem for startups by promoting the entrepreneurial youth of Punjab and through its favourable policies in setting up a business and ensuring a strong sustainable eco system.

Also Read: Nasscom 10000 Startups To Expand Startup Warehouse To 8 Cities By 2016

Invest Punjab and SACC also have joined hands to promote some of the most successful Punjabi startups during the summit. It has also announced its plan to provide upcoming startups with a platform to present their ideas.

The Deputy CM called upon all ‘born in Punjab’ industrialists to invest back in the state, especially the ones who have settled out of Punjab or abroad. He stated his plans to reach out to all such industrial heads in the near future and request them to establish units of their companies in their home state.

Also Read: Inc42 "Launchpad" to Support 25 Indian Startups in 2015
The concluding day of the summit hosted an absorbing session on startups. 17 innovative ideas were presented in front of the panellists. There were a varied range of ideas – from cervical cancer detection home kits for women to managing kitchen waste to handle currency coins, the focus was on building a sustainable future through low investment and high output ideas.

*Also Read: Agentdesks, A CRM Platform For Real Estate Agents, Raises Seed Round*

The session was a summation of the Startup Weekend Program organized by Startup Weekend US on October 23rd and 24th.

**Shwetika Kumar, a Boston university alumni, emerged as the winner with her idea on home kits to detect cervical cancer at a nominal cost of $5.** She along with the other winners, were facilitated by Parminder Singh Dhindsa, Finance Minister, Government of Punjab.

The winning ideas have been promised a support system by tying up with financial institutions, facilitated by the summit.
Times of India

Progressive Punjab summit to focus on startups

TNN | Oct 15, 2015, 09.43AM IST

CHANDIGARH: Progressive Punjab Investor Summit 2015 scheduled for October 28 to 29 in Mohali will focus on startup businesses in the state by providing budding entrepreneurs an international platform to present their innovative ideas before those who have already made a mark in the industrial sector. It is for the first time that the summit is joining hands with Startup Accelerator Chamber of Commerce (SACC).

An official spokesperson said that 'Startup Weekend Punjab' will be a 54-hour new business ideas marathon to be held at Entrepreneurship Development Centre, IT Park in Chandigarh. The final business idea would be showcased before eminent guests from all over the country and prominent jury from industry, finance and academic backgrounds at the Indian School of Business (ISB), Mohali, on October 29.

The winners at this enterprise would be provided with free working space and bandwidth for six months up to one year by SACC, Software Technology Parks of India (STPI) and Progressive Punjab. Besides, all participants would be awarded with certificates. Google and Amazon being the partners of Startup Weekend Globally would award web/tech support prizes to participants.

Hry lowers stock limit of pulses for traders
Progressive Investor Summit warms up with start-up meet

DP CORRESPONDENT
Chandigarh

Progressive Punjab Investor Summit got to a warm up session with the Invest Punjab in association with Start-up Accelerator Chamber of Commerce starting business idea competition programme as a part of start-up weekend Punjab that started on Friday at EDC situated at IT Park. Inaugurating the event, Manjit Singh Brar, Additional CEO, Invest Punjab and MD, Milked, said the start up summit is as per the vision of Deputy Chief Minister Sukhbir Singh Badal who has envisaged that Punjab should be employment generator rather than employment seeker.

He said that the start-up

New Business Ideas marathons conducted on any given weekend, from Friday to Sunday. He said that Start-up Weekend Worldwide has been conducted in over 100 countries and has created over 15,000 business ideas and over 3,000 start-ups from them, some of them

further said that to motivate and guide the Youth of Panjab and North for their career development, Invest Punjab in Association with SACC is conducting the first ever Start-up Weekend Punjab at EDC IT Park-Chandigarh from October 23-25.

It was informed that SACC, in the last four weeks has conducted back to back sensitisation sessions for the awareness of this prestigious program at the following universities and colleges and professional hubs in Punjab.

"We are expecting 15 teams this time and a very tough competition, both from students and professionals," said Sumee Walla, Director and co-founder, SACC, who has led the SACC team in conducting these sessions.
कार्यक्रम

नवजीवनी व्यापारिक विचारों से स्थापित सूची में आयोगी क्रम की नींव
स्टार्टअप वीकेंड पंजाब में किया लोगों को जागरूक

अजय सिंह

प्रोग्रेसिव पंजाब इन्वेस्टर समिट की रूपरेखा बनी
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Recent happenings to have no impact on Investor Summit: Sukhbir

Punjab Deputy Chief Minister Sukhbir Badal on Friday claimed that the recent happenings would have no impact on the upcoming Investor Summit, scheduled to be held on October 28-29 at Mohali. Sukhbir, after attending the bhog (culmination) ceremony of akhand path, (recitation of hymns) at Gurdwara Janmi Sahib in Bajajpur village, claimed that more than 100 industrial giants would give their nod for investing in the State.

He said that the recent happenings, such as the sacrilege of Guru Granth Sahib, have caused immense pain not only to the Sikh community but also to the humanity as a whole. He prayed for strengthening communal harmony, peace and amity in the State.

Sukhbir, also the SAD president, emphasised that the sole motive of the Punjab Government is to put the culprits responsible for these reprehensible incidents, behind the bars and bring out the truth before the public.

Assuring the people, Sukhbir said that the State Government is fully committed to maintain peace and communal harmony in the state and nobody would be allowed to vitiate the atmosphere.

He said that the police is investigating the incidents minutely so as to get to the root of the problem.

The motive behind the sacrilege incidents of Guru Granth Sahib is to weaken the State, Shiromani Akali Dal, Akal Takht Sahib and Shiromani Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee (SGPC), but the entire Sikh community and the Punjab Government would not allow the nefarious designs of such anti-social forces to succeed.

On the attacks on the SGPC members, MLAs of SAD, the Deputy Chief Minister said that this is a “deep-rooted political conspiracy.” He announced that the akhand path would be performed in every Vidhan Sabha constituency in order to strengthen the ties of peaceful co-existence and communal harmony.

“The Government had chalked out a comprehensive plan for the development of the State in accordance with which every Vidhan Sabha constituency was to get ₹25-50 crore for making Punjab a model State but some political forces, intend to the development, are fanning the fire of communalism to derail the all-round development of the State,” he said.

He appealed to the people to keep calm and assured that the State Government would take severe action against the people responsible for these disdainful acts.

Punjab BJP president Kamal Sharma, while terming the sacrilege of Guru Granth Sahib as an act of anti-social forces, said that such people have no religion. He appealed to the people of Punjab to maintain their calm and beware of the rumours in this difficult time.
WARM-UP SESSION FOR INVESTORS’ SUMMIT BEGINS

HT Correspondent
lettersch@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Invest Punjab’s additional chief executive officer Manjit Brar on Friday inaugurated a preliminary session as a warm-up to the Progressive Punjab Investor Summit scheduled for October 28-29 to attract global investors to Punjab.

Brar presided over the session at the IT Park here, which was attended by senior officials and local entrepreneurs of Chandigarh and Punjab, doing a review of the entire scenario for the upcoming mega event, a spokesman here said.

The session mooted the concept of “54-hour weekend marathon deliberations on the new business ideas” that would continue for the next two days, the spokesman said.

The weekend session, sponsored and organised by a group of private entrepreneurs of the region, would discuss ideas to motivate and guide the youth of Punjab and the northern region for their career development, he added.
Progressive Punjab Summit 2015: Sukhbir Singh Badal announces startup fund of Rs 100 crore

By ET Bureau | 30 Oct, 2015, 08.11AM IST

CHANDIGARH: The concluding day of Progressive Punjab Summit-2015 witnessed an absorbing session on startups. The 17 innovative ideas were presented before an eminent jury comprising - K S Bhatia from Pumpkart, Dr Dinesh Dua from Nectar Life Sciences, Rajeev Rai CEO and Founder QA Source, Prof Sidharh Singh from ISB, Samar Singla from CEO Clicklabs and Parag Gopal from HDFC.

The valedictory function, presided over by Deputy Chief Minister Sukhbir Singh Badal, saw him announcing a start..

Read more at:
4. RESULTS AND WINNERS

Over 400 people attended the Startup session at Invest Punjab Investor Summit 2015 today. At the Summit, Startup Weekend Punjab had its finals today at Invest Punjab Summit at ISB Mohali. Out of the 17 teams that pitched their various Business Ideas, three made it to the top three:

The Noted Jury from Academia and the Industry awarded CERVICAL KIT team as the top winners, this teams idea was to create a a portable low cost kit for women to Pre-diagnose cervical cancer and STD's. The team is also been provided access to send fund by some of the prominent entrepreneurs from the region. Mr. Dua from Nectar Life Sciences promised the initial seed Money to the team led by innovator Shwetika Kumar.

The 2nd winner was Let's Ride, a bike renting system and open market place for two wheelers only. The third winners were Bento Tiffin, a team that whose idea was an open market place, on a customized tiffin delivered at your doorsteps.

The PRIZES:

1. Winning team "Cervical Kit" gets 1 year of free working space with bandwidth from SACC and STPI Mohali

2. 2nd winning team " Let's Ride " will get 6 months of Co working space with Bandwidth from SACC and STPI Mohali.

3. 3rd winning team " Bento Tiffin" gets 4 months of co working space from SACC and Bandwidth from STPI Mohali.

The prizes to these teams were given by Mr. Parminder Singh Dhindsa, Honorable Finance Minister Punjab, Mr. HS Dhariwal- Chairman Sebiz Group, Mr.NK Sharma- Chief Parliamentary Secretary- Panjab, Mr. Garg - Chief Parliamentary Secretary Punjab, Mr. Manipal Dhariwal -President SACC, Mr. Manjit
Brar-Joint CEO Invest Punjab. The event was supported by INVEST PUNJAB, INSCOL HEALTH, SIDBI, STPI, ONE SCHOOL APP, NETSMARTZ, SFS and COWORKING-NEW DELHI.

The rest of the teams and all participants will regular mentoring and startup education from SACC and its mentors.

The Jury at the event was:

SAMAR SINGLA- CEO JUGNOO
PARAG GOYAL-HEAD HDFC BUSINESS
RAJIV RAI- M.D. BEBO TECHNOLOGIES
KS Bhatia- CEO PUMPCART
MR. DINESH DUA- MD NECTAR LIFE SCIENCES
MR. SIDDHARTH SINGH- HEAD MARKETING- ISB

Noted Guests

MR. Rajinder Gupta - MD TRIDENT GROUP, MR. ANIRUDH TIWARI CEO -INVEST PUNJAB, MR. MANJII S BRAR JOINT CEO INVEST PUNJAB, MR. NITIN MONGA- ONE SCHOOL APP, MR DALJIT GUJRAL- MD INSCOL HEALTH, BRETT STEVENS- INVETOR FROM JAARVIS.

THE WINNER PICTURES ARE TITLED:
THE FIRST WINNER: TEAM “CREVIVAL KIT TEAM”

THE SECOND WINNER: TEAM “LETS RIDE”
THE THIRD WINNER: TEAM “BENTO TIFFIN”

STARTUP PITCHING:
THE CROWD FULL HOUSE: